
Robert Smith
Visual Designer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Experience and excellent communication skills would make a valuable addition to company.

SKILLS

Photoshop, Graphic Arts, Adobe Dreamweaver.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Visual Designer
ABC Corporation  2007 – 2009 
 Conceptualized a majority of the design-based elements for the property.
 Incorporated the clients requests into the project in terms of square footage, the number of 

rooms, etc.
 Materialized the conceptualized design into a 3-d workable image via computer and drafting.
 Designing and drawing based on clients visual themes Projects a.
 Visual Designer of a community complex for a Nigerian local government that included hotels,

restaurants, cultural centers, etc.
 Researched and conceptualized a majority of the design-based elements for the property.
 Incorporated the clients requests into the project in terms of square footage, number of 

rooms, etc.

Visual Designer
ABC Corporation  2003 – 2007 
 Denver - Designed and developed custom brand takeovers micro sites for multiple properties 

owed by Yahoo.
 Designed Flash in AS2 and AS3 and Display advertising for many multi million campaigns for 

Yahoo properties including the front page vertical.
 Worked in collaboration with UI/UX team on wireframes, user flows, and visual branding for 

internal facing products within Yahoo, such as the Yahoo Fantasy Sports App, Publishing Tools, 
Pitch for new Yahoo Front Page look and feel.

 Designed video ad pitch for Yahoo Publishing Tools product using Cinema 4D and After Effects.
 Excel in giving design and ad execution technical support to in-house and outside design 

agencies when necessary.
 Designed rich media advertising for Yahoos mobile websites..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

EDUCATION

Bachelor's in Architecture & Studio Art - 2009(SUNY University at Buffalo - Buffalo, NY)
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